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THE APPROXIMATION AND EXTENSION OF UNIFORMLY CONTINUOUS 
BANACH SPACE VALUED MAPPINGS 
RONNIE LEVY , MICHAEL D.RICE 
Abstracti The aim of this paper is to present several 
results concerning the extension of uniformly continuous map-
pings, and the approximation of uniformly continuous mappings 
by Holder mappings in the setting of infinite-dimensional Ba-
nach spaces. In particular, we show that every uniformly con-
tinuous mapping between Hilbert spaces can be uniformly appro-
ximated by Lipschitz mapping* 
Key words and Phrasest Uniformly continuous, equi-uni-
formly continuous, Lipschitz, Holder, Lipschitz for large dis-
tances, modulus of continuity, c (I), ^ ( D » Lp. 
Classification! Primary 26A16, 41A30, 54C20 
Secondary 54E15 
The principal results of the paper are the following. 
Theorem 1 establishes the equivalence of extending a uniform-
ly continuous mapping with values in an ell-infinity space 
and uniformly approximating the mapping by Lipschitz mappings, 
while Theorem 3 establishes a similar result for uniformly 
continuous mappings between subsets of Hilbert spaces. Corol-
lary 2 establishes that every uniformly continuous mapping 
between Hilbert spaces can be uniformly approximated by Lip-
sohitz mappings. Finally, Corollary 3 characterizes the sub-
sets of Hilbert space for which every uniformly continuous 
Hilbert space valued mapping can be extended; these are pre-
cisely the U-embedded sets studied in [LR^ -. This result 
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generalises the extension theorem found in (LCrZj. 
Notation and definitions. Assume that (Mfd) and (Nfe) are 
metric spaces. The family of uniformly continuous mappings from 
M to N will be denoted by U(MfN). If N - R is the set of real 
numbers with the standard absolute value metricf the notation 
U(M) will be used. 
Given a mapping f:M—>Nf the modulus of continuity of f 
is defined by ^ f(t) - sup -\e(f (x)ff (y))id(xfy)^ t \ for t>0. 
The general term modulus of continuity will denote any non-de-
creasing mapping <u tCOf+oo)—> C0f+oo) which satisfies 
lim o (t) « 0. A modulus of continuity is subadditive if 
t-»0 
a)(s + t)-£<a(s) + co(t) for sft^0. 
It is well known that every concave modulus of continuity is 
subadditive. 
A mapping f :M—> N is Holder of class 06 f 0 < oc 4- 1 f if 
llfft̂ -. sup4e(f(x)ff(y))/d(xfy)
c°:xfyeMf x*y3<+a>. 
If 06 • 1 and I f it .J < + 00 f then f is called a Lipschitz mapping. 
The family of all Holder mappings of class co is denoted by 
Ao6(MfN) and the family of all Lipschitz mappings is denoted 
by Lip(MfN). 
The pair (MfN) has the contraction-extension property with 
respect to A ^ if each Holder mapping fiS—•> N of class as de-
fined on a subset S of M can be extended to a Holder mapping 
F;M—> N of class oc such'that ilPH . • I  f I , . If oo » 1 f we 
will simply use the phrase "contraction-extension property". 
AOC/(M,N) (resp. Lip(MfN)) will denote the family of map-
pings f*M—> N that can be uniformly approximated by members 
of -A-^M.N) (resp. Lip(MfN)); that is, for each e > 0 there 
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exists a mapping g in the respective family such that 
•(g(x)tf(x)) < h for every x in M. 
A mapping f:M —>ff is Holder of class eC for large distan-
nces if for each e > 0, there exists a constant K£such that 
d(xty) > e implies e(f (x) tf(y))< Ked(x,y)°
6 . If oc» 1, we say 
that the mapping is Lipschitz for large distances. 
Section One. Our first goal Is to establish an approxima-
tion-extension theorem for mappings with values in Banach spaces 
of the form 1^(1) or c (I).This will require two preliminary 
results. 
Lemma 1: Assume that f:M—>(BfR ||) is a bounded uniform-
ly continuous mapping on the metric space M„ where B denotes ei-
ther the Banach space 1^(1) or oQ(I) with the usual supremum 
norm ft II • Then for every & > 0f there exists a Lipschitz map-
ping IJM —-> B such that 
||l(x) - f(x)\\-< & for every x in M. 
The proof of Lemma 1 for B » 1 (I) is found in [LR.L. The 
result for o0(I) follows from the result for 1 (I) since by [Li] 
c (I) is a Lipschitz retract of 1^,(1), 
The next result shows that in certain oases a Holder map-
ping f of class cC for large distances can be approximated by 
a Holder mapping which is only a "finite distance" from f. 
Lemma 2s Assume the pair (M,B) has the contraction-exten-
sion property with respect to A ^ , for some 0 •<- oG ̂  11 where 
(M,d) is a metric space and (Bt U H ) is a Banach space. Assume 
that f: M —-> B is a uniformly continuous mapping. Then f is 
Holder of class cC for large distances if and only if there 
exists a Holder mapping liM —> B of class oC such that 
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(#) «up-ttf(x) - l(x)ttX€M < + oo . 
.Proof* First, assume that a Holder mapping 1 of class oc 
exists such that (* ) is sa t i s f i ed .* A straight forward computa-
tion shows that 
!f(x) - f(y)«<2fl + »l(x) - l(y)l< 2» + ll^tdfe.yW* 
for eaeh pair of points x and y in M. If d(xfy) > e f it fol-
lows that 
i)f(x) - f(y)IUte + tit-,3 Cd(xfy)]°° f where C • 2fl/e°
6, 
so f is Holder of class oc tor large distances. 
Converselyf assume that f is Holder of class 06 for large 
distances* Choose cf ?~ 0 suoh that ^ ( o O ^ 1 and choose K such 
that lf(x) - f(y)» 4 X£d(xty)JoC' whenever d(xfy)*- e . Let D 
he a maximal cT-discrete subset of M (i.e. d(x9y) z: <f for eaoh 
distinct pair of points x and y in D and if p#D f there exists 
x in D such that d(xfp) < cT ). One easily verifies that f |D«D-> 
~ > B is a Holder mapping of olass °c with 11 f ID 1^*6 K. Hence 
by assumption f this mapping can br ~rtended to a Holder mapping 
IsM—> B such that Ull^ ̂  K. 
How given x in Mf choose p in D such that d(xfp)-ccT .Then 
l*(x) - l(x)ll * Hf(x) - f(p)| + Jl(p) - l(x)ll (since f(p). 
- Kp)) 
^Of(cT) •|lll1 U(pfx)]°° 
<1 + Kcr°°, 
so (#) is satisfied* 
Theorem 1: Let B denote either the Banach space 1^(1) or 
c (I) with the usual supremum norm I I • The following statem-
ents are equivalent for a uniformly continuous mapping f: S -—> B 
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defined on a subset S of the no rued linear spaoe B. 
(i) f can be extended to a uniformly continuous mapping 
F:M — > B. 
(ii) f is Lipschitz for large distances, 
(iii) For each €/ y 0, there exists a Lipschitz mapping 
1:S — > B suoh that l)f(x) - l(x) I! -*s €* for every x in S. 
Proof. We first assume that B • 1^(1). 
(i)*—> (ii) follows from CCK] or CLi]t where it is noted 
that every member of U(M,B) is Lipschitz for large dietanoee. 
(ii)—>(iii). Let 6 ^ 0 . From [AP], the pair (MtB) has 
the contraction-extension property; hence by assumption (ii) 
and Lemma 29 there exists a Lipschitz mapping l-jtS—> B suoh 
that 
©up {lltjCx) - f(x)IUxeS*<- + «>• 
By Lemma 1, there exists a Lipschitz mapping l^tS—> B suoh 
that 
i\l2(x) - (f(x) - l.|(x))l -<: e for every x in St 
oo 1 • 11 + Ig is the Lipschitz mapping required in (iii). 
(iii)—> (i). The contraction-extension property guaran-
tees that every Lipschitz mapping 1:S—> B can be extended to 
a Lipschitz mapping L:M~—> B. Since f can be uniformly appro-
ximated by members of L i p ( S - B ) , it follows from either TLRJo 
or [Pt] that f can be extended to a member of U(MfB). 
The equivalence of statements (i)-(iii) for B • oAl) fol-
lows from their equivalence for 1^(1) and the fact establish-
ed in [Li] that o (I) is a Lipschitz retract of 1^(1). 
It is noted in LCK] and [Li] that condition (ii) in The-
orem 1 is satisfied for every member of U(S,B) whenever S is a 
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convex subset of a norraed linear space. Therefore, we have 
established the following result* 
Corollary 1i Let B denote either the Banaoh space 1^(1) 
or o (I). If S is a convex subset of a norraed linear space, 
every member of U(SfB) can be uniformly approximated by mem-
bers of Lip(S,B). 
Remark* The 1^(1) version of Corollary 1 was probably 
known to Geher, but it was not explicitly stated in IGl* 
Section (Pwo* Following the pattern used in section one, 
we will first prove an approximation theorem for bounded map-
pings and then use a general lemma to establish an approxima-
tion theorem for unbounded mappings* 
Given p > 1, define 
r 1/2 1-<p<2 
oC(p) - J 
*• 1/P 2^p. 
For p>T, Lp will denote any ell-p space based on a sigma-fi-
nite measure space* 
Lemma 3i Let fjM-—» Lp (p>1) be a bounded uniformly 
continuous mapping defined on a metric space (M,d)* For each 
& >• 0f there exists a Holder mapping 1:M—>L P of class 
cc(p) such that 
llf(x) - l(x)lt < e for every x in M* 
Proof. Let Q6 • oc(p). Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that ftM] i s —»+.4 *..** 4„ •*.» „*vi + D a l l of Ir° -
- ftMlS-tv* Iivl\p-41U 
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Furthermore f we may assume that L
p i s i some trio a l ly embedded 
as a l inear subspaoe of B = 1^(1) for some set I* 
Define Y » i ze Biinf \\\z - wftsw&Lp? ^ 4$. By ( [ L i ] , The-
orem 9 ( a ) ) , there ex i s t s a retraction 
r*Y —> Lp 
such that cor(t).£ Ct
00 for 0 < t ^ 4 and a fixed constant C. 
Given 0 < e < 1, by Lemma 1 there ex i s t s a Lipschitz map-
ping 1$M<—>B such that 
U(x ) - f W l ^ < t e / ( C + 1)J1 / o° for every x in M. 
Since e < 1, i t follows that ItMl i s a subset of Yf so the 
mapping 
h - r» l :M—>L P 
i s well defined. We claim that h i s a Holder mapping of c lass 
Given x and y in M, l e t v • l (x) and w • l ( y ) . Since 
Itv - wllo0< 1 v - f(x)ll0(3 + \\ f(x) - f(y)|lc0 + l(f(y) - wl^ 
< e + 2 + e 
< 4 . 
the estimate o ( t ^ C t 0 0 i s val id for t « f l v - w l ^ } hence 
( * ) lir(v) - r(w)llp*0 « • - wll* . 
In addition, ftv - wll^ « l\l(x) - Ky)l l c 0< 1 lH1d(x>y), so 
( * * ) Jiv - w l l ^ ^ U! l 1 d(x f y) . 




so h i s a Holder mapping of c lass oc . 
Final ly , we claim that |lh(x) - f(x)U < & for every x 
in M. 
By definit ion, Rh(x) - f(x)l |p - l ir(l(x)). - r ( f (x ) ) | | p «4 
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* 6>r(lll(x) ~ f(x)lioo)^C)|l(x) - f(x)l* 
sinoe |l(x) - f(x)i0D <c 1| therefore 
Hh(x) - f(x)8p£C Ce/(C + 1)J< €> , which completes 
the proof* 
Lemma 4t Assume that the pair (M,B) has the contracti-
on-extension property with respect to -A^ f for some 0 --- oc £ 
£ 1 , where (M,d) is metric space and (Bf li it ) is a Banach spa-
ce. Then for every 0 < p> < oc , 
A (MfB)SAo(.(MfB). 
Proof. Assume that f is a member of A-^(MfB) with 
IfRp - K. Given e > 0f define cT« (e/2K)
1 >^ and let D he a 
maximal of-disorete subset of M. 
We claim that f (D is a member of A (D,B ) . Choose x and 
<.C» 
y in D with x*y. Then d(x,y) > 6s , so a * d(xfy)/oT^ 1 im-
plies that a."*?: a'8 * hence II f (x) - f (y) II * Kd(x,y)/3 -
- H4(xty)/«r;)*.<r
A - KtA c**-* K a ° V * - (Kc^"* )d(xfy)°
6. 
Now extend f ID to a member 1 of A<j0(MfB) such that 
)llllo0< K6^"~
cC . Given x in M, choose p in D such that d(x,p)< 
< <f . Then 
llf(x) - Kx)ll^llf(x) - f(p)ll + lll(p) - Kx)l! 
^ Kd(xfp)
/3 + 1111^ ^(x,?)06 
£ K<TA + KoT3« e, 
which establishes that f is a member of A Q 6(M fB). 
We can now establish the following analogue of Theorem 1, 
Theorem 2: Assume that the pair (M,!^) has the contrac-
tion-extension property with respect to A ^ , for some 
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0 <oC ^ 1# Then the following statements are equivalent for a 
uniformly oontinuous mapping fsM—> l P 9 p>1. 
(i) f is a Holder mapping of class oc for large distances, 
(il) Given 6 ^ 0 , there exists a Holder mapping 
1:M —> Lp of olass 06 suoh that 
llf(x) - l(x)H -< e for every x in M. 
Proof. The proof of (ii)—> (i) is essentially the same 
as the proof of Lemma 2. The proof of (i) — > (ii) will he divi-
ded into two cases* 
Case 1i 0 «-=-oC -£oc(p). 
By Lemma 29 there exists a Holder mapping 
l-jtM--* Lp 
of class oc suoh that sup-Uf(x) - l ^ x ) ! ixcM} ^ + co . 
Define g • f - l . j . By Lemma 3 $ there exists a (hounded) 
Holder mapping 
lgiM—^L1* 
of olass oc(p) suoh that llg(x) - lg ft < s for every x in M. 
Since lg Is bounded and oc -=- *6(p)9 it is easy to verify that 
lp is also a Holder mapping of olass oc • 
Hence 1 » l.j + Ig is the required approximation of f• 
Case 2t c6 (p) -£o& ̂  1, 
We proceed as in Case 1 to ohoose a Holder mapping l.j of 
class ot and a Holder mapping 12 of olass ot(p) suoh that 
llf(x) - l^x) - l2(x)||p 2 
for every x in M. Since oC> oc(p)9 we may use Lemma 4 to ohoo-
se a Holder mapping h of class oc such that 
llh(x) - l2llp < o/2 
for every x in M. 
Then 1 « h + l.j is the required approximation of f • 
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Section Three. When both the domain and the range of the 
mapping are subsets of Hilbert spaces, we can use the results 
in section two to derive not only the Grunbaum-Zarantonello ex-
tension theorem found in CGZl, but also a general approximati-
on theorem. 
Theorem 3t Let H and K be Hilbert spaces and let S be a 
subset of H. The following statements are equivalent for a u-
niformly continuous mapping f$S—> K. 
(1) f can be extended to a uniformly continuous mapping 
P:H —> K. 
(ii) f is Lipschitz for large distances. 
(iii) f can be uniformly approximated by members of 
Lip(S,K). 
Proof, (i) •—> (ii) is a consequence of the previously 
mentioned fact that (ii) is valid for every uniformly continu-
ous mapping defined on a convex subset of a normed linear spa-
ce. 
(ii)—> (iii). Valentine's theorem in V states that 
the pair (S,K) has the contraction-extension property; hence 
by Theorem 2, (ii) implies (iii). 
(iii).—> (i) follows from Valentine's theorem and the 
technique presented in CLRlp or tPt] (as noted in the proof of 
(iii) — > (i) of Theorem 1). 
Since oondition (ii) in Theorem 3 is always satisfied for 
convex subsets of normed linear spaces, we can also state the 
following result. 
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Corollary 2: Every uniformly continuous mapping defined 
on a convex subset of a Hilbert space with range in a Hilbert 
space can be uniformly approximated by Lipschitz mappings. 
Remarks. 1. The original Grunbaum-Zarantonello theorem 
in IGZJ states the equivalence of conditions (i) and (ii) in 
Theorem 3t hut with condition (ii) expressed in the following 
terms: there exists a sub-additive modulus of continuity o> 
suoh that 
6>f(t) ± co (t) for every t>0. 
In fact, one can establish a result which connects the two for-
mulations. The following statements are equivalent for a uni-
formly continuous mapping f:M —> H between metric spaces: 
(1) f is Lipschitz for large distances. 
(ii) <-Of(t) - 0(t) as t~> + co . 
(iii) There exists a subadditive modulus of continuity 
co suoh that 
cof (t) ̂  co (t) for every t> 0. 
(The equivalence of conditions (i) - (iii) is established in 
EG1.) 
2. The authors do not know whether conditions (ii) and 
(iii) in Theorem 3 are equivalent for other pairs of ell-p spa-
ces. The following example shows that condition (i) is general-
ly not equivalent to either condition (ii) or (iii). 
Example: Assume that B is either a separable Infinite-
dimensional reflexive Banach space or has the form L . Assume 
that B is isometrioally embedded as a sub space of 1^(1). Then 
the identity mapping B — > B cannot be extended to a uniformly 
continuous mapping 1^(1)—> B. 
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By (-LT3, 2.a.7), ho separable infinite-dimensional Ba-
naoh space is infective, so there does not exist a continuous 
linear projection 1^(1)—•> B. Hence by [Lll there does not 
exist a uniformly continuous projection 1 (I)—> B. 
3. The convexity assumption on S in Corollary 3 is unne-
cessarily restrictive. Following [LRl-., we say that a subset 
S of a metric space M is U-embedded if every member of U(S) can 
be extended to a member of U(M). Even when M is a nornted line-
ar space, the U-embedding property is difficult to classify, 
but it is apparently geometric in nature. Every convex set (or 
more generally every quasi-convex subset in the sense of I OKI) 
is U-embedded. for orientation, we only mention here that a 
hyperbola or elliptic paraboloid is U-embedded in respectire-
2 3 
ly, R or R-% while a parabola or hyperbolic paraboloid is not 
2 3 
U-embedded in respectively, R or Br. 
In IWQ^9 the authors proved that a subset S of a normed 
linear space is U-embedded if and only if every uniformly con-
tinuous mapping on S with range in any metric space is Lipsch-
itz for large distances. (Therefore, we have also established 
the following result. 
Corollary 3* Let H and K be Hilbert spaces and let S be 
a subset of H. Every uniformly continuous mapping f: S — > K can 
be extended to a uniformly continuous mapping PiH—> K if and 
only if S is a U-embedded subset of H. 
Finally, it should be noted that many of the preoeding re-
sults can be generalized to results for families of mappings* 
For example, the following results can be established! 
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If (fj) is a point-bounded equi-uniformly continuous fa-
mily of mappings defined on a U-embedded subset S of the Hil-
bert space H with range in the Hilbert space (Kf I) 8 ) f then 




(a) supiU^I) .jl < + co ., 
(b) ttf±(x) - ILjOOH «- * 
for every i and each x in Sf and 
(ii) there exists a point-bounded equi-uniformly conti-
nuous family of mappings (PJ):H—> K such that for every if 
F^ is an extension of f^. 
Furthermore, if the U-embedded subset S is also uniformly 
connected (i.e. S is not the union of two sets A and B such 
that the distance between A and B is positive)f then the res-
ults (i) and (ii) stated above are valid without the point-
bounded restriction on the family (fj). 
The above generalizations can be established by using the 
techniques found in the present paper and the results found in 
tIR]3. 
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